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or did he just'stay there all the time?)
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Well, they Just stay there -for rest, maybe for two or three days,
then they gone.

They hide out in the mountains, somewhere. ..But

when they're resting there, well, maybe one would be wounded and
get doctored up.

But they don't stay there.

They ^jet fresh

«
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supplies of»what they want—horses.
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OUTLAWS HIRE INDIAJN BOYS TO STEAL HORSES,AND SUPPLIES FOR THEM
Later on we find out that he-was just spying. ' He hired two or
three Indian boys to bring in the best Indian run of the horses—^
fastest they can find.

He payed them.

Then they steal them from

the Indians and bring them over to his place and he payed them all..
These boys that go around and get these horses for. him, they always
got a good, saddle, good gun, plenty of ammunition, and side gun.
They wear boots and spurs.

They break in a big store.over therte

and bring a big supply of boots, over there for those outlaws to
wear.

So this man get these horses for these outlaws and pe*ned

them over there in the timber corral.

He pay these boys in

saddle and boots.
(These are-Indian boys?)

—

Yeah, Indian boys—some of them Kiowas.

They suspicion who they

are because many times they were seen around close to where these
horses were taken in late evening before the horses were lost.
But they never did know who they^ were for sure that took the horses
But they think they do know who they were because every time a
horse was stolen somebody said they saw that fellow just about
right where them horses were taken.

Several times.

So they know

that he had something to do with itf They bring him-here and
'
' /
they tie him up'here and in just a feV days they tfake him to this
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